Today, graph theory is one of the most flourishing branches of modern mathematics with wide applications to combinatorial problems and to classical algebraic problems. Graph theory has applications in diverse areas such as social sciences, linguistics, physical sciences, communication engine ering etc. Because of this diversity in applications it is useful to develop and study this subject in abstract terms of the objects of any particular system in which one may be interested.
INTRODUCTION
'Domination in graphs' is the fast growing area in Graph Theory that has emerged rapidly in the last four decades. Domination in graphs has applications to several fields such as facility location problems, School Bus Routing, Computer Communication Networks, Radio Stations, Locating Radar Stations Problem etc., Number Theory is one of the oldest branches of mathematics, which inherited rich contributions from almost all great mathematicians, ancient and modern.
Nathanson [3] was the pioneer in introducing the concepts of Number Theory, particularly, the 'Theory of Congruences' in Graph Theory, and paved the way for the emergence of a new class of graphs, namely "Arithmetic Graphs". Cayley Graphs are another class of graphs associated with elements of a group. If this group is associated with some Arithmetic function then the Cayley graph becomes an Arithmetic graph. The Cayley graph associated with Euler totient function is called an Euler totient Cayley graph.
Products are often viewed as a convenient language with which one can describe structures, but they are increasingly being applied in more substantial ways. Computer Science is one of the many fields in which graph products are becoming common place.
The direct product was introduced by Alfred North Whitehead and Bertrand Russell in their Principia Mathematica [6] is also called as the tensor product, categorical product, cardinal product, relational product, Kronecker product, weak direct product or conjunction.
Direct Product Graph
Let and be two simple graphs with their vertex sets as and respectively. Then the direct product of these two graphs denoted by is defined as the graph with vertex set , where is the Cartesian product of the sets and such that any two distinct vertices and of are adjacent if is an edge of and is an edge of .
EULER TOTIENT CAYLEY GRAPH
For any positive integer , let Then , where is addition modulo is an abelian group of order For any positive integer , let denote the set of all positive integers less than and relatively prime to That is and Then where is the Euler totient function. We can see that is a symmetric subset of the group The definition of Euler totient Cayley graph is as follows.
The Euler totient Cayley graph is defined as the graph whose vertex set V is given by and the edge set is Some properties of Euler totient Cayley graphs and enumeration of Hamilton cycles and triangles can be found in Madhavi [1] . The Euler totient Cayley graph is a complete graph if is a prime and it is regular.
The strong domination parameter of these graphs are studied by the authors [2] and the following results are required and they are presented without proofs. The strong domination number of graph is obtained by the authors and the proof of the following theorem can be found in [2] . 
DIRECT PRODUCT GRAPH OF WITH
In this paper the direct product graph of Euler totient Cayley graph with Arithmetic graph is considered. The properties and some domination parameters of these graphs can be found in [5] .
Let denote the Euler Totient Cayley graph and denote the Arithmetic graph. Since and are two simple graphs, by the definition of adjacency in the direct product, the graph is a simple graph.
Further the graph is a completely disconnected graph, if is a prime and the degree of a vertex in is given by
STRONG DOMINATING SETS OF DIRECT PRODUCT GRAPH
In this section minimum strong dominating sets of direct product graph of with are discussed and obtained its strong domination number in various cases.
Strong domination
Let be a graph and Then, strongly dominates if (i) and (ii) A set is called a strong dominating set of if every vertex in is strongly dominated by at least one vertex in
The strong domination number of is the minimum cardinality of a strong dominating set.
Some results on strong domination for general graphs can be seen in [4] .
The results on strong domination of direct product graph are as follows. Strong dominating set {(0,2),(1,2),..,(7,2)} 
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